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Associate Manager-RD
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Company: International Center Group For Foodstuff

Location: sharjah

Category: other-general

- Translate complex nutritional subjects into easy and relatable conversations with nutrition

experts at the key accounts and corporate customers level - Communicate with sales team to

identify growth opportunities in various markets to achieve trusted advisor status at those

customers and rally the team around the opportunity in order to be able to deliver on customer

promise. - Identify nutritional concepts and technologies outside IFFCO for implementation in

the company. - Apply all measures and means to monitor products and follow up all

laboratory tests to ensure production of high -quality premixes, feeds. - Technical

Cooperation with IFFCO Poultry Division (broiler and layers farms) to monitor any kind of trials

- Continuously benchmark competing products for functionality and cost. - Understand, reflect

& practice IFFCO’s vision & values. - Coordinate with production team for the confirmation

of batching and dosing check. - Maintain expertise in Nutritional trends and keeping up to

date with regulatory changes locally & internationally. - Prepare Finished Good certificate

of analysis as per the required specifications given by the customers. - Technical support

for Purchase of vitamins and additives for the premixes and feeds. - Allocate work to

subordinates, nominate for training as per guidelines, conduct performance reviews and

manage leave and overtime to ensure efficiency.
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